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ABSTRACT
An IoT Based Service System As A Research and Education Platform
by
Thomas P. Kimsey
University of New Hampshire, December, 2014
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly expanding space for researchers, students, and profes-
sionals. Development of IoT applications is hindered by the lack of available design tools, method-
ologies, and interoperability. The creation of a standards-based, open source hardware and software
platform paired with full documentation and educational materials greatly aids in the accelerated
development of IoT applications. This thesis provides a complete example of such a platform





Low power Internet enabled embedded systems used in sensor and/or control networks belong
to the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) space. The physical IoT can be defined as a
collection of objects connected to an Internet-like structure. IoT can also be considered
any non-traditional computing device with a network connection. An Internet connected
weather-monitoring station or an Internet enabled air conditioner are both examples of IoT
devices. If an application has a network interface and connection to the physical world it
belongs to the IoT space. In conjunction with the growth of Internet-enabled devices, the
number of IoT applications is expanding rapidly. However, there is no generally accepted
practice for how these systems can be integrated into existing infrastructure and networks.
Since these low power devices are resource limited and cannot run many of the processor
intensive protocols, standard Internet applications use, new protocols, interworking func-
tions, and architectures must be defined. Often researchers and engineers developing IoT
applications must define their own network structure before working on the problem they
originally set out to solve. For example, in order to make a prototype solution for data
collection and control, how should the architecture of IoT networks be laid out in order to
provide required functionality, good network performance, and scalability?
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Figure 1-1: Example IOT Network
The goal of this thesis is to investigate software, hardware, and standards that are appli-
cable to creating a generalized prototype IoT solution. Figure 1-1 shows an example of how
a generalized IoT network may be layed out. Since the prototype needs to work for many
different kinds of applications, a wide range of technologies will be considered. The product
of the investigation will be a list of compatible hardware, software, and standards which ease
and accelerate the development of distributed IoT systems.
Before describing how such a system should be built, further investigation must be done
to define what kind of objects will be connected to the Internet. The things in Internet of
Things refers to a object’s information and not the object itself [18]. Any object or thing
that has some variable data associated with it can be one of the objects associated with the
Internet. The effect is that a prototype definition must be mindful that an IoT application
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can take any shape and form.
What does an IoT device look like? Does an IoT node require user input or is it au-
tonomous? The answer is that an IoT node can take many forms and has no explicit
declaration of how humans interact with it or how it interacts with the environment [14].
The only linking factor is their interface to the Internet. In order to accommodate a broad
usage description, a re-usable platform solution must be somewhat general, easily allowing
for any possible use case [17]. However, if the solution is too general it sacrifices its useful-
ness. The challenge is to create a system that is both general enough to complement any
use, but functional enough to provide a fast and high performance implementation of an IoT
node and its associated services.
One issue facing the expansion of IoT technology is the aging internet and related tech-
nologies. Key technologies of the Internet were created in the 1970s and yet despite the
significant advances and upgrades over the years, large portions of the Internet were not
built for the current usage or upcoming scale (e.g. IPv4 address exhaustion). As a result,
many elements of a large scale IoT system, such as addressing and data storage, will be
limited if traditional methods are used [6].
For example, data collected in IoT systems is collected on nodes and sent to a central
database. This data transfer is needed because the data is more valuable when collected
in a central location and analyzed as a set rather than individual points [19]. Data rates
for generalized IoT systems vary considerably and are constantly increasing. Due to their
nature it would not be abnormal to see a system generating Gigabytes of data per second.
Traditional database storage engines, such as MySQLs InnoDB, cannot handle the influx
of data from a large distributed IoT network [16]. To ensure reliability, performance, and
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scalability of data storage, a modern storage engine must be selected and used [11]. Using a
database that is designed to work better than traditional databases, such as MySQL using
InnoDB, with today’s network storage, the scaling capabilities of an IoT system can be
improved.
This platform is not only a technical solution but a service system for students and
researchers. A Service system is a “A value coproduction configuration of people, technology,
other internal and external service systems, and shared information” [13]. This platform can
not only be used in the strict sense of a technical development solution but it can be used
in education to learn about engineering and IoT as well as provide a platform for social
development. Currently facing the engineering world are a number of grand challenges.
These grand challenges represent global issues that will take significant engineering effort to
solve. The American Society for Engineering Education provides these examples for what
some of the grand challenges are [15]:
• Make solar energy economical
• Manage the nitrogen cycle
• Provide access to clean water
• Restore and improve urban infrastructure
• Advance health informatics
• Prevent nuclear terrorism
• Secure cyberspace
• Advance personalized learning
• Engineer the tools of scientific discovery
While these challenges are not all directly related to IoT, the solution to each one is
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very likely to involve IoT at some point. This is why it is important to develop an open
source service platform so that the students and researchers working on the solutions for
these challenges have a plug and play architecture to work with, speeding up development
time and in turn solving the challenges faster.
The major contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• A documented network architecture for IoT systems
• A set of open-source networking hardware for IoT nodes
• Open-source firmware for IoT nodes
• Database integration into IoT networks
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2, “Network Structure,” provides details on the messaging and network protocols
that should be used in IoT systems. The focus is on systems which require small code
footprints, lightweight protocols, and support the scalability which is require in distributed
systems.
Chapter 3, “Hardware,” presents open source hardware expansion boards that are used
to add networking access to embedded IoT nodes. These hardware expansion boards have
been developed in-house with the needs of IoT nodes in mind.
Chapter 4, “Firmware,” discusses the embedded code for running an IoT node and the
networking expansion boards. The files presented here are the core universal functional
blocks that can be used and applied to any IoT application.
Chapter 5, “Cloud Services,” covers how a cloud based database and webpage can be
integrated into IoT systems. Special attention is applied to dealing with the scale of real




The physical layout of IoT systems is straightforward. There are a number of network nodes
connected to the Internet. The connection from the node to the Internet can be wired or
wireless. Also included in IoT networks are cloud services such as data servers, data routing
devices, and web servers. The cloud services are responsible for processing and storing data.
Lastly, there are user interfaces to the network such as a personal computer. This network
is shown in Figure 2-1.
6
Figure 2-1: Example Network Diagram
2.1 Network Layout
The largest challenge in creating IoT systems is design and layout of the logical application
layer network topology. The challenges facing IoT networks include the variability of the
number of nodes, the data sources and data users are unknown, and node resources are
limited. The network has to be able to deal with high volumes of nodes joining and leaving
the network, keeping all of the protocols lightweight, and distributing data efficiently without
sending data where it is unneeded.
A simple approach to IoT network topology design is a point-to-point connection from
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each node to the data server. Data is sent between the node and the server via independent
TCP/IP connections. This topology is shown in Figure 2-2.
Figure 2-2: Example network
The downside of this network topology is keeping track of nodes on the network due to
each nodes independent connection with the server and the lack of provisions for inter-node
communication. To solve the issue of nodes not being able to communicate with each other,
a broadcast network topology could be implemented. In a broadcast network topology the
8
server forwards data collected from one node to all nodes. This allows the nodes to be aware
of the actions and data from other nodes on the network as shown in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3: Example broadcast network
In a broadcast topology each node processes a significant amount of information because
every node receives all of the information sent to the server, yet not all of the data is useful
to every node. There is also a very high use of network bandwidth since every packet sent
to the server gets sent to every node on the network. These two facts make a broadcast
network infeasible for medium to large-scale IoT networks.
In order to maintain minimal network traffic and support internode data transfer a pub-
lish/subscribe system is implemented. In a publish/subscribe network nodes publish data
9
under topic identifiers. Nodes interested in receiving certain types of data subscribe to spe-
cific topics. When data is published to a server a message broker handles the forwarding of
data to only those nodes that are subscribed to the topic the data was published under. To
illustrate this concept, consider a network consisting of three nodes and a message broker.
Node 1 publishes data under the topic “Node1/Sensor1” to the message broker. Only Node
3 is subscribed to the topic “Node1/Sensor1” therefore only Node 3 is sent the data by
message broker. This topology is shown in Figure 2-4.
10
Figure 2-4: Example publish/subscribe network
This system minimizes both network traffic and on node processing making it an ideal
solution for IoT networks.
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2.2 MQTT
The key to building a scalable application network topology is to allow nodes to join and
leave the network dynamically. This means that all connections are created during run
time and as little information as possible about network addresses and resources is stored in
firmware. The main building block that enables this type of network is the protocol used. For
this system the protocol selected is MQTT (formerly Message Queue Telemetry Transport),
which is a lightweight publish/subscribe messaging protocol [8]. MQTT is based on a packet
format with each data packet having a topic. Data sources can publish data to a topic and
data users can subscribe to a topic. The act of subscribing to a topic allows for messages
to only be sent to network entities that require that data. Each IoT node on the network
communicates with a central MQTT broker. The central broker is responsible for accepting
messages from nodes and passing them along to subscribers.
2.2.1 MQTT Broker
The message broker is responsible for receiving and distributing all messages on the network.
The broker is a separate piece of software operating on a web server. In this implementation
the broker used is Mosquitto [7]. Mosquitto is open source and freely available.
2.3 JSON
Data is transmitted in MQTT publish type messages. Javascript Object Notation (JSON)
is a convenient way of packaging the data within the payload of the publish message. JSON
is a lightweight method for packaging data [2]. JSON is a human readable format in which
data is packaged in attribute-value pairs. Pairing data values with an attribute tag adds
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context to the data being transmitted within the publish message.
The format for JSON messages is:
{“Attribute 1”:“Value 1”,“Attribute 2”:“Value 2”, ... ,“Attribute N”:“Value N” }
For example the data contents of a publish message containing temperature sensor data
could be:
{“Sensor”:“Temperature”, “Degrees C”:“21.1”, “Time”:“1415309609”}
It can be read from the packet that the sensor type is a temperature sensor, the degrees
in C is 21.1, and the time the data was collected was 1415309609.
In addition to JSON being human readable, it is easily parsed by most software languages
making it an ideal data format for general use. For some IoT networks JSON may be replaced




For some embedded devices there is no onboard network connection available. In order
to connect these devices to a network, additional hardware must be used. The hardware
connection used is specific to the application. Connections exist in two categories: wired
and wireless. Wired connections, usually Ethernet, are used for applications where access to
existing wired network is available. Wired connections are usually more reliable and higher
speed, and therefore preferred. In cases where a wired connection is not available, wireless
can be used. Wireless connections can be WiFi, Cellular, ZigBee, or other. Wireless extends
the range of existing networks or adds networking to new areas.
Open source hardware has been created to aid in the development of IoT systems. The
foundation of the hardware is built on a Cypress Programmable System on Chip or PSoC.
The PSoC was chosen because it is an easy to use development and prototyping platform
and it is natively a mixed signal device, meaning it handles both analog and digital signals
well. PSoC based systems are especially useful for data collection and control applications.
A common problem with the development boards made by Cypress, as well as similar boards,
is the lack of a straightforward way to connect to the Internet. This problem has been solved
by developing expansion boards to enable network connectivity.
These expansion boards are open source designs that plug into the expansion header
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ports on PSoC development boards. The way they connect to the PSoC is non intrusive to
the specific design. This means that the connectivity method of the design is separate from
the sensors, actuators, and peripherals attached to the device, as shown in Figure 3-1. To
swap from one connectivity expansion board to another there are no hardware changes other
than unplugging one board and plugging in another. The standard method of connection
chosen between a node and the Internet is Ethernet. Ethernet connection provides a stable
link and is widely used. The hardware chosen is the WIZnet W5100 Ethernet controller. For
point-to-point wireless operation the XBee Pro module produced by Digi International was
chosen. A cellular modem expansion board can be used to provide Internet access in cases
where a node is very remote or mobile.
Figure 3-1: Network Expansion Board Integration
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This solution is not limited to PSoC and these expansion boards. Since the designs are
lightweight and scalable, the principles and protocols used in this solution can be applied to
any IoT node. Implementations could include Arduino, Raspberry Pi, BeagleBone, or any
other embedded platform. It can even be easily applied to PC and server based nodes.
3.1 Ethernet
Wired Ethernet is usually the first choice connection for IOT applications. Ethernet will
generally be higher speed and more reliable than wireless alternatives.
An external TCP/IP Ethernet controller is used to implement the TCP/IP protocols
needed for Internet communication. The Ethernet controller facilitates Internet connectivity
through TCP and UDP connections. The Ethernet controller selected for the design is the
Wiznet W5100.
The W5100 is a memory mapped device. To manipulate the device the microcontroller
must modify memory values within the W5100. The commands to modify memory values
are generated in driver software written for W5100. These commands are then sent over a 3.3
volt SPI interface. To send a packet, data is written to the W5100 from the microcontroller.
The W5100 processes the command and sends the appropriate data to the transformers
and RJ45 Ethernet port. To read a received data packet the microcontroller polls a status
register on the W5100. If a data recieved flag is set the microcontroller reads the memory
values from the W5100 containing the received packet. The data flow through the hardware
is shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: Microcontroller interface to Ethernet controller
PSoC Interface Interfacing the W5100 with a Cypress PSoC requires the use of a Wiznet
WIZ811MJ breakout board and a custom adapter board developed in-house. The WIZ811MJ
breakout board contains the W5100, a RJ45 port with embedded transformers, and the pas-
sive components needed for both the W5100 and RJ45 port. The adapter board converts the
pin footprint of the WIZ811MJ to the expansion port of the PSoC development board. The
expansion board also features a power status LED, a pullup resistor needed to enable SPI
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mode on the W5100, and replication of the PSoC expansion port so that additional devices
and peripherals can be used when the expansion board is plugged in.
The interface from the PSoC development board to the W5100 consists of seven connec-
tions shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: PSoC to W5100 Connections
Name PSoC Pin W5100 Pin number Description
3.3 Volts power 3.3 Volt supply 2 Supply voltage to W5100
Ground Ground 4,10,13,14,17,32, Ground for W5100
34,35,36,37,43,63
64,65,68,77
SCS P4[0] 29 SPI Slave Select
MOSI P4[2] 28 SPI Master Out Slave In
MISO P4[3] 27 SPI Master In Slave Out
SCLK P4[1] 30 SPI Clock
SPI Enable 10K Ω pullup 31 This connection
enables SPI Mode
The schematic for the board without the replicated port is shown below in Figure 3-3.
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Figure 3-3: Ethernet Adapter PCB Schematic with expansion port removed
Adding the replicated port into the schematic the W5100 interface is less clear. However,
the function of the replicated port is shown in Figure 3-4. This replicated port allows the
user access to all of the pins blocked by the addition of the expansion board. However the
pins used by the SPI interface are not available in the replicated port.
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Figure 3-4: Ethernet Adapter PCB Schematic
The PCB created for the W5100 expansion board is a two layer board with a combination
of through hole and surface mount components. The headers for the WIZ811MJ breakout
board, PSoC expansion port, and replicated port are all 0.1” pitch double row, through hole
pin headers. The power status LED is a green 0805 surface mount chip LED. The resistor
for pulling up the SPI enable pin and the resistor for limiting current to the power status
led are 0805 surface mount resistors. The PCB diagrams are shown in Figure 3-5 and 3-6.
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Figure 3-5: ZigBee Ethernet Top Layer Copper
Figure 3-6: Ethernet Bottom Layer Copper
3.2 Wireless
Many IoT nodes will not have access to wired Ethernet connections. Therefore, for these
applications wireless solutions are necessary.
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3.2.1 XBee Radio
XBee digital radios are a good solution to adding wireless connectivity to IoT nodes in
locations where traditional networks are not available. While XBee does not provide any
Internet access it does provide a low cost, medium range, low power wireless connection that
can be used to connect to a base station that has Internet access. The Internet access is
then bridged from the base station to the remote node over the XBee connection.
Figure 3-7: XBee Network Bridge
This bridging technique shown in Figure 3-7 gives a remote node communicating through
a XBee radio gives a perceived data path directly to the Internet. However, all the data is
being routed through the base station first.
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This design has a few disadvantages. The first is that the amount of hardware is increased
since there needs to be a base station which consists of a PSoC, XBee radio, and Ethernet
controller. The second is that there is latency between the remote node and the Internet
because there is a delay associated with forwarding the data in the base station. For most
IoT applications this latency is not an issue since it is less than one second.
The specific XBee module selected and used is the XBee Pro 900MHz. These modules
have an output power of 50mW and can transmit up to six miles line of sight with the use of
high gain antennas. This range makes them an ideal fit for IoT because nodes can be deployed
significant distances away from the range of Ethernet and WiFi. The modules feature a
RPSMA connector allowing the use of a variety of antennas. Smaller omnidirectional low
gain (3-5dbi) duck style antennas can be used where size and price are valued over range.
Higher gain directional antennas may be used for applications where range is important.
PSoC Interface XBee modules communicate with the PSoC over a 3.3 volt UART con-
nection. Similar to the W5100 Ethernet controller, the XBee footprint does not plug and
play with a PSoC development board. An XBee expansion board has been developed to
connect XBee modules with the expansion port on PSoC development kits. The board has
also been designed to stack onto the replicated port of the W5100 expansion board. This
would be needed when using Ethernet and XBee in a base station configuration.
The interface from the PSoC development board to the XBee module consists of seven
connections shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: PSoC to XBee Connections
Name PSoC Pin XBee Pin number Description
Board input power VIN 1 Supply voltage to
XBee power supply
Ground Ground 10 Ground for XBee
TX P12[0] 3 UART Data In (XBee)
RX P12[1] 2 UART Data Out (XBee)
DTR P4[4] 9 Data Terminal Ready
CTS P12[3] 12 Clear To Send
RTS P12[2] 16 Request To Send
The 3.3 volt regulation on the Cypress development board is not enough to supply the
XBee under data send conditions. The XBee requires too much power and the PSoC regu-
lation can not supply it without dropping significant voltage. Therefore, a separate power
supply is needed on the XBee expansion board. The power supply is fed off of the input
voltage to the Cypress board. The power supply consists of a 10uF input capacitor, a 3.3
volt linear regulator, and a 10uF output capacitor. This power supply is enough so that
under transmit conditions of the XBee there is no loss of power to the PSoC or XBee. The
power supply also has a status LED to indicate that the board is powered. The schematic
for the XBee adapter is shown in Figure 3-8.
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Figure 3-8: ZigBee Adapter PCB Schematic
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The PCB design for the XBee expansion board is a two layer board with a combination
of through hole and surface mount components. There are two 2mm pitch 10 pin through
hole female headers on the board. These headers mate with corresponding male headers
on the XBee module. There is one double row 0.1” pitch 40 pin through hole male header
on the board to interface with the expansion port on the PSoC development board. The
power supply consists of a LM1117 SOT223 3.3 volt voltage regulator. The input and output
capacitors on the power supply are 10uF electrolytic capacitors. For user interface there is
a 0805 package status LED that is lit green when the board has power. The PCB diagrams
are shown in Figure 3-9 and 3-10.
Figure 3-9: XBee Adapter Top Layer Copper
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Figure 3-10: XBee Adapter Bottom Layer Copper
3.2.2 Cellular
Introduction
Some IoT applications may be too remote for WiFi and ZigBee radio communications. In
these situations communication over cellular network can be used. Connecting to the web via
a cellular modem allows for a node to communicate anywhere in the world that has cellular
data coverage. The cellular modem chosen is a SM5100B. The SM5100B is a GSM/GPRS
quad band modem that supports TCP/IP.
PSoC Connection The PSoC interfaces with the SM5100B through a UART connection.
Similar to the previous network modules, the SM5100B needs an expansion board to interface
to the PSoC expansion ports. The top level diagram for how the cellular expansion works is
shown in Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11: Cellular Network Connection
The interface from the PSoC development board to the SM5100B module consists of five
connections shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: PSoC to SM5100B Connections
Name PSoC Pin SM5100B Pin number Description
5V 5V 1 Supply voltage to
cellular power supply
Ground Ground 9,11,13,15,17 Ground for cellular
expansion board
TX P2[0] 19 UART Data In ()
RX P2[1] 20 UART Data Out ()
RESET P2[2] 34 Device Reset
The SM5100B expansion board was developed with remote operation in mind. Since there
will likely be no power access in locations where a cellular node is used, a lithium Polymer
battery, charging circuitry, and power supply have been incorporated into the cellular expan-
sion board. The charging circuitry takes power from the PSoC development board’s 5 volt
supply. A Microchip MCP73831 Lithium Polymer charge management controller handles
charging and regulating the battery.
Since cellular networks are privately owned and operated there are fees associated with
maintaining a cellular node. For the cellular modem to work a SIM card with an active data
account needs to be inserted into the SIM card socket on the expansion board. SIM cards
with strictly data plans can be obtained through several US based cellular providers.
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Figure 3-12: Cellular Adapter PCB Schematic
Schematic
The cellular expansion board features a double row 0.1” pitch 40 pin through hole male
header on the board to interface with the expansion port on the PSoC development board.
A 60 pin narrow pitch (0.5mm) connector is used to connect the cellular modem to the board.
There is a surface mount SIM card socket on the expansion board which is where a cellular
provider SIM card is inserted. For the battery interface there is a surface mount shrouded
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male JST connector. This allows batteries to be replaced or unplugged. The schematic for
the cellular adapter is shown in Figure 3-12 and the PCB board layouts are shown in Figures
3-13, 3-14, and 3-15.
Board Layout
Figure 3-13: Cellular Adapter PCB Layout
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Figure 3-14: Cellular Adapter Top Layer Copper
Figure 3-15: Cellular Adapter Bottom Layer Copper
3.3 Clock
Introduction
An important function of IoT systems is keeping an accurate time. An onboard clock is useful
for timestamping data. Since there are many latencies involved when dealing with networks
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having a timestamp with data is important as network latencies can add up. Timestamped
data is also useful for oﬄine operation such as network downtime. The system can continue
to record data, storing it with a timestamp, then when network connectivity is reinstated
the data can be sent with context of when the data was collected. Some IoT applications
may also require tasks to be completed at certain times. Rather than sending a command to
the device at that time, the device can execute the task triggering off of the internal clock.
UNIX Compatible Timestamp
The 32 bit UNIX timestamp is a good fit for formatting time on IoT networks. It is both
lightweight and simple since its 32 bit integer field is the number of seconds that have passed
since the first of January 1970. This is useful for embedded applications because it can track
time without the need to compute the year, month, or day. Every second the node must
increment the 32 bit field by one. Unix timestamps are also compatible with most operating
systems and programming languages.
A shortcoming of the 32 bit UNIX timestamp is that the precision only goes to one second.
More precision is needed for embedded applications where data collection frequencies are
greater than 1Hz. To do this an extra 16 bit field can be introduced to count milliseconds.
Data collection frequencies up to 1KHz can be timestamped with the addition of milliseconds.
Table 3.4: Timestamp Format
UNIX Time (32 bit) Milliseconds (16 bit)
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Table 3.5: Example Timestamp
UNIX Time (32 bit) Milliseconds (16 bit)
Byte 0 Byte 1 Byte 2 Byte 3 Byte 4 Byte 5
80 42 174 240 0 103
Received Unix time = 1344974576 seconds
Received Unix time with millisecond precision = 1344974576.103 seconds
Hardware
While Cypress supplies a RTC module in the PSoC environment the functionality is not
sufficient for an IoT application. Therefore, a new design must be implemented in order
to satisfy the needs of IoT applications. The hardware required for implementing the 48
bit timestamp consists of two timer components within PSoC. Timer 1 is responsible for
generating an interrupt every second, while Timer 2 is responsible for generating an interrupt
every millisecond. Timer 1 is clocked off of a 32.768 KHz external crystal. The 32KHz has
an accuracy of ±0.001%. The timer triggers the interrupt isr 1 which increments the 32
bit UNIX time. Timer 2 generates an interrupt every millisecond and is clocked off of the
bus clock which is not as accurate. Timer 2 triggers the interrupt isr 2 which increments
the millisecond field. Since the bus clock is not very accurate, every time Timer 1 triggers
it resets Timer 2 and the millisecond field. This means that the error built up from the
inaccuracy of the bus clock is eliminated every second. The hardware implementation is
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shown in Figure 3-16. The logical functionality of the clock incrementing is shown in Figure
3-17.
Figure 3-16: Clock Timer Circuit
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Figure 3-17: Clock Timer Control Flow
NTP Updates
A node has no knowledge of the current UNIX time upon bootup, and must update its time
with the use of a Network Time Protocol (NTP) server. NTP is a protocol that allows for
the synchronization of clocks over the Internet and specifically accounts for the latencies
associated with dealing with Internet data traffic. A node updates its time by requesting
a time from an NTP server over UDP port 123. The server responds with a data message
containing the time. The NTP time update is also passed from a base station node to all of
the wireless nodes that the base station is servicing. This allows nodes operating with only
an XBee connection to receive NTP updates as well. Since the 32.768 KHz external crystal
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may cause clock drift over time, this NTP update can occur during operation of the device,




In this chapter the firmware for PSoC based nodes is discussed. These firmware files are
responsible for managing the messaging, networking, and real time clock on a PSoC node.
The top level firmware file for each node is Main.c. The contents of Main.c will dic-
tate which other files are used depending on the application and network expansion board
being used. Main.c has access and control of the networking expansion drivers (W5100.c,
Xbee.c, Cellular.c), the messaging drivers ( MQTT.c, JSON.c), and the real time clock driver
(Time.c). This hierarchy is depicted in Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Firmware Hierarchy
4.0.1 Main.c
Main.c is the top level firmware file. It is responsible for initializing and coordinating all of
the other firmware files. It is also where a user will interface their application code into the
design.
Main.c starts with a selection of the operating mode of the node. This is a selection of
which network interface is being used. Next, the network address parameters of the device
are configured. This includes setting up the operating ports and IP addresses. Once the
network addresses have been configured the NTP synchronization happens which loads the
current time into the onboard real time clock. Then the TCP connection is made between
the node and the server. After the TCP connection has been made the MQTT connection
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is established. Finally once the MQTT connection has been made the application specific
code and main loop can start. The logical functionality is shown in Figure 4-2.




W5100.c is the driver for the Wiznet W5100 Ethernet controller. This file manipulates the
memory of the W5100 in order to establish connections and send data.
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Functions
Table 4.1: W5100.c API
Return Function Description
Type
void W5100 Start(void); Initializes the WizNet W5100
void W5100 setUDP(void); Sets the socket in UDP mode
void W5100 Set TCP(void); Sets the socket in TCP mode
void W5100 TCP Connect(void); Attempts to connect
to a server via TCP
uint8 W5100 TCP Established(void); Returns 0x01 if
connected 0x00 if not
void W5100 TCP Disconnect(void); Disconnects from
a TCP server
void W5100 Socket Close(void); Closes the socket
void W5100 setDestIp(uint8 ip1, Sets the IP address to
uint8 ip2, uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4); which data will be sent to
void W5100 setDeviceIp(uint8 ip1, Sets the IP address of
uint8 ip2, uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4); the device itself
void W5100 setGateAddr(uint8 addr0, Sets the Gateway address
uint8 addr1, uint8 addr2,
uint8 addr3);
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void W5100 setSubAddr( Sets the Subnet Address
uint8 addr0,uint8 addr1,
uint8 addr2, uint8 addr3);
void W5100 setMacAddr(uint8 mac0, Sets the MAC address
uint8 mac1, uint8 mac2, of the device
uint8 mac3,uint8 mac4,
uint8 mac5);
uint8 W5100 readPort0(); Retrieves the first pair of
digits of the source port number
uint8 W5100 readPort1(); Retrieves the second pair of
digits of the source port number
void W5100 setSourcePort( Sets the port the
uint8, uint8); device will send from
void W5100 setDestPort(; Sets the port the
uint8, uint8) device will deliver to
void W5100 send(uint8 info[], Sends length bytes of data over
uint8 length); the specified port to
the destination IP address.
void W5100 read(); Reads data received
to a local buffer
uint8 W5100 dataReceived(); Returns 0x01 if there has
been data received, 0x00 if not.
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uint8 W5100 readIp0(); Returns the first byte of
the destination IP address
uint8 W5100 readIp1(); Returns the second byte of
the destination IP address
uint8 W5100 readIp2(); Returns the third byte of
the destination IP address
uint8 W5100 readIp3(); Returns the final byte of
the destination IP address
void W5100 spiSend8( uint8, Not for user usage
uint8, uint8, uint8);
void W5100 spiSend16( uint8, Not for user usage
uint16, uint8);
uint8 W5100 spiRead8( uint16); Not for user usage
uint16 W5100 spiRead16( uint16); Not for user usage
4.0.3 Xbee.c
Overview
XBee.c is the driver for the XBee wireless radio. This file manages the UART data connection
between the PSoC and the XBee radio.
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Functions
Table 4.2: XBee.c API
Return Function Description
Type
void Xbee Start() Initializes the XBee device
uint8 Xbee Read() Returns the first byte in the receive
buffer. Once the byte is read it
is cleared from the FIFO buffer.
void Xbee Write(uint8 dout) Sends a byte of data
over the wireless connection
uint8 Xbee GetRxBufferSize() Returns the number of bytes
in the receive buffer.
void Xbee ClearRxBuffer() Clears the receive buffer
and deletes all contents.
4.0.4 Cellular.c
Overview
Cellular.c is the driver for the cellular modem. This file manages the UART data connection
between the PSoC and the cellular radio.
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Functions
Table 4.3: Cellular.c API
Return Function Description
Type
void Cellular Start() Starts the cellular modem
and sets up the TCP connection
void Cellular disconnect() Disconnects from the server
void Cellular waitForOK() Waits for an OK signal
from the cellular modem
void Cellular sendData( uint8 info[], Sends a packet of
uint8 length) data
uint8 Cellular dataReceived() Returns the 0x01 if
data has been received,
0x00 if not
void Cellular readData() Reads received data
from the modem
void Cellular Process() Processes received data
uint8 Cellular getSignal() Returns the cellular
signal level




MQTT.c is the driver for the MQTT protocol. MQTT.c handles the messaging and upkeep
required to maintain a MQTT connection.
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Functions
Table 4.4: MQTT.c API
Return Function Description
Type
Void mqtt connect(uint timeout, Connects to a MQTT server
char8 *id) with the specified timeout and ID
Void mqtt setUUID(char8 * id) Sets the UUID of the device
uint8 mqtt connected(void) Returns 0x01 if connected to a
server, 0x00 if not
Void mqtt publish(char8 * subject, Publishes (size) amount of data in
uint8 dout[], uint8 size) dout under the MQTT topic of subject
Void mqtt subscribe(uint8 id, Subscribes to a topic with
char8 * topic, uint8 qos) a specified quality of service
Void mqtt pingreq(void) Sends a ping request to the server
Void mqtt pingresp(void) Response to a ping request
Void mqtt disconnect(void) Disconnects from the server
Void mqtt loop(void) Processes data from server, should
be called very often or put in a loop
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4.0.6 Time.c
Time.c manages the real time clock. It provides the routines for incrementing, synchronizing,
and accessing the clock information.
Functions
Table 4.5: Time.c API
Return Function Description
Type
void Time Start(uint8 mode) Starts the timer function
void Time sync() Syncs the device timer with NTP
or NTP based network time
void Time addSecond() Adds a second to the time
void Time addMilliSecond() Adds a millisecond to the time
uint32 Time getTime() Returns a 32 bit UNIX time stamp
uint16 Time getMilliseconds() Returns the millisecond
count in 16 bit form
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uint8 Time getTime0() Returns the most significant
byte of the UNIX time stamp
uint8 Time getTime1() Returns the second most significant
byte of the UNIX time stamp
uint8 Time getTime2() Returns the third most significant
byte of the UNIX time stamp
uint8 Time getTime3() Returns the least significant
byte of the UNIX time stamp
uint8 Time getTime4() Returns the most significant
byte of the millisecond time stamp
uint8 Time getTime5() Returns the least significant
byte of the millisecond time stamp
void Time setTime(uint8 t0, Sets the device time
uint8 t1,uint8 t2,uint8 t3,
uint8 t4, uint8 t5)
void Time lock() Saves a copy of the time locally
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4.0.7 JSON.c
JSON.c provides functionality to build packets by putting data in JSON format.
Functions
Table 4.6: JSON.c API
Return Function Description
Type
void JSON Clear() Clears the current packet
void JSON addString( Adds a string to the packet
char8 * string)
void JSON addChar( Adds a character
uint8 char1) to the packet
void JSON newLine() Adds a newline character
to the packet





In this chapter the cloud services associated with IoT networks will be discussed, specifically
cloud based databases and webpages. Most IoT applications will require a database and/or
a webpage.
A database is needed for data storage on an IoT network. Data generated from the nodes
is sent through the Internet to an MQTT broker and is inserted into the database. A cloud
based database is capable of storing the large amount of data that can be generated from
distributed IoT systems, and a webpage can be deployed for user interface with the network
and database. A cloud hosted webpage allows for users to read collected data from the
database as well as send commands across the network.
5.1 Server Software Architecture
Some IoT applications are real time applications and will not require data storage. For these
applications there is no need for a database. Therefore these applications can be built to
interface directly with the MQTT broker. This architecture is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1: Example Server Software Architecture w/o Storage
For applications that do require data storage the MQTT broker must be linked to the
database. Additional software is needed to link the MQTT broker to a database. This
software enables real time data from the network to be stored in the database. While
specific application functionality of the database connector software will vary, the general
functionality will be the same. This software subscribes to information from the MQTT
broker and inserts subscribed data into the database. An example of this software can be
found in Appendix B. The architecture for a server hosting a MQTT broker, web page,
database, and database connector is shown in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-2: Example Server Software Architecture w/ Storage
In this architecture topics to be inserted into the database are held within a table in
database. The contents of this table can be hard coded into the database or it can be
dynamically changed by software or the webpage. A simple example of such webpage that
manages the database subscriptions is shown in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3: Example Subscription Webpage
This webpage allows a user to add or remove subscriptions to MQTT topics. Adding
a topic to the subscriptions tables tells the database connector to insert all data published
under those topics into the database. Figure 5-4 shows the webpage’s response to subscribing
to ”Node/#”.
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Figure 5-4: Example Subscription Webpage w/ Subscription
5.2 Performance
IoT networks can have as little as one node to millions or even more depending on the needs
of the application. It is these large networks that can significantly stress a database. IoT
networks can generate significant amounts of real time data and requires continual loading
of data into the database. There is a point where the database will be unable to keep up
with the rate at which data is generated on the network.
There are two main factors that challenge an IoT database: first, the number of nodes
on the network can scale rapidly and indefinitely. The second challenge is that the data
frequency from each node can change. This makes the network traffic for an IoT network
highly variable. There can be one node networks reporting a few times a day, to many
thousands of nodes each reporting hundreds of times per second. This leaves two options in
creating a database that can cope with the influx of data. The first is to scale up the number
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of database implementations. The second is to use a faster database. The differences between
database storage engines can be quite significant. In a recent test by Deep Information
Sciences Inc. two different MySQL storage engines were compared for IoT use. The test
consisted of loading 100 million records simulating IoT messages into a database [3]. The
records consisted of source UUID paired with a JSON object containing a timestamp and
message text [3]. The two databases being used were InnoDB, the default storage engine for
MySQL, and DeepDB, a plug in storage engine for MySQL developed by Deep Information
Sciences Inc. InnoDB was able to load records in at a average rate of 5,692.71 records per
second [3]. DeepDB was able to produce an average rate of 640,177.15 records per second [3].
The data can be loaded into a DeepDB database 112.46 times as fast as a database running
InnoDB. A change of database means that the network can have more nodes and/or report
at higher frequencies while maintaining the same server hardware.
For large IoT networks the database must not be overlooked. Data rates can overcome
the sustainable insertion rate. Careful selection of the database used can avoid needing to




Conclusion and Future Work
The IoT space is currently expanding rapidly. Many students and researchers are looking to
build IoT applications. However, these students and researchers are facing challenges. The
solution presented in this thesis represents a unique solution which covers the Internet of
Things at both the large scale application layer as well as the small scale node layer. Most
current solutions offer either a high level solution or a node level solution. For example the
Cisco Internet of Everything covers the high level design including how IoT applications can
help tackle grand challenges. However, Cisco’s solution does not include low level hardware
solutions for node level devices. Another popular solution for IoT development is Arduino.
In contrast to Cisco’s solution, Arduino provides a node level hardware solution but no high
level system solution. Laying out the network structure, designing the network hardware, and
writing the application code to handle network protocols are tasks that are faced every time
an IoT application is developed. Having a full collection of reusable, open source, predefined
structures will facilitate the development of future IoT applications. Lifting the burden of




In a similar fashion to how the network can expand from one node networks to a network of
indefinite size, the distribution of this platform is taking a similar path.
At The University of New Hampshire this IoT platform has had significant exposure. It
has been presented in ECE 401, ECE 562, and ECE 583. In ECE 711 and ECE 777 the
platform has been used by students to complete their final projects. This IoT platform is
also being used at UNH outside of the classroom. The Programmable Microelectronics Club
(PMC) has been using the platform as well. Many of these projects completed by students
can be categorized as a smart home/city/state/planet type project, with the goal of creating
an IoT application to make human life easier and more productive on a local or global scale.
One of the projects implemented with the platform was the Pre thermostat. The Pre
thermostat is a web enabled home thermostat that uses online weather forecasts and in-
formation from other thermostats across the nation to more efficiently control a residential
household heating and cooling system. By incorporating weather predictions from the web,
a home can become up to ten percent more energy efficient. This leads to a cost savings for
the homeowner and less environmental impact.
Another UNH project using this IoT platform is a parking monitoring system for the
university. This project aims at networking the university’s parking lots and measuring
traffic flow. This data is used to produce real time information on parking lot occupancy
and throughput. This information can be used by students and faculty to find open parking
spaces on campus as well as provide the university with insight on when and how parking
lots across campus are being used. This project was a finalist in the prestigious 2013 Paul
J. Holloway Innovation-to-Market competition.
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Currently, a project group from ECE 777 is working on a networked water pump to
supply clean drinking water to Africa. The project group is working on creating an online
pay system to link with a network of water pumps. A user can pay for a specific amount
of water via phone, then the pump will allow them to dispense the purchased clean water.
This project represents a direct solution to one of the grand challenges described in the
introduction. By using this IoT platform a global human problem is being addressed and
solved.
This IoT platform and approach is being recognized outside The University of New Hamp-
shire as well. In 2013 a workshop on this platform was given at the IEEE Educon conference
in Berlin, Germany. In this workshop the educational uses of the platform were presented
as well as the technical specifications. The functionality and uses of the platform were posi-
tively received by the audience. Also in 2013 a paper about the educational characteristics
of the platform was published at the Teaching, Assessment and Learning for Engineering
(TALE) IEEE conference [4]. In 2014 this platform was included in a webinar produced by
Deep Information Sciences Inc. As a result of these achievements IBM has acknowledged
the platform with an award from the IBM Smarter Planet division.
Like an IoT network, the goal of this system is to scale the platform out. It began at
The University of New Hampshire and is starting to be recognized and is spreading across
the globe. The more students and researchers across the world who use the system to
facilitate their goals, the faster the grand challenges facing the world can start to be solved.
Additionally the more users the faster new ideas pertaining to the IoT space can advance.
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6.2 Future Work
Looking forward, there is still more work that needs to be completed. There are three
main sections of the system that need to be investigated. First, the scalability needs to
be tested. Each component of the platform has been designed with scalability in mind and
should theoretically handle the scalability needs of an IoT system. However, a full large scale
system has not been physically tested due to the hardware and network needs. The second
point that needs to be worked on further is documenting the physical limitations of how
many nodes and how much data throughput a server can handle. At some point, depending
on the hardware and network available, a server will not be able to handle the needs of a
large IoT network and the server will have to be upgraded or the number of servers increased.
These figures are currently unknown for the platform described in this thesis. Documenting
the capacity for a server’s ability to handle IoT networks based on the server hardware,
network connection, and database used would allow IoT developers using this platform to
predict what their server needs will be. The final section is expansion of the node hardware
available. Currently the node hardware has consisted of mostly Cypress PSoC development
boards. There has been integration of RaspberryPi and Arduino but not to the level of
the PSoC development board. Expanding the number of development solutions past PSoC
will make this platform both more universal and adaptable. Further research on these three
points will aid in both the documentation and usefulness of the platform presented but also
increase the credibility of the claims and goals of this thesis.
In addition to the future technological work, the educational benefits of this IoT platform
must be fostered further outside of The University of New Hampshire. On a local scale
the path forward is to offer education on IoT to other universities and schools such as
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The Southern New Hampshire University and The Virtual Learning Academy. Part of this
education would include the architecture suggested by this Thesis. On a global scale the
same education can be offered to online courses in both Africa and India as well as the rest
of the world.
6.3 Closing Statements
The Internet of Things is a growing space in the world today. The platform and ideas in
this thesis offer a stepping stone for students and developers entering the IoT world. This
solution is open to anyone in the world. All of the documentation and design files are freely
available on the Internet at IOTRDL.org. This platform is a truly developed ecosystem that
can be used for both education and solving today’s grand challenges as well as the grand
challenges of the future.
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1. Before continuing make sure you have the current version of PSoC Creator installed
on your machine.






4. Base Station Node
A.2.1 Ethernet Device
Use this configuration when access to Ethernet is locally available.
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Hardware Needed
1. Cypress PSoC 3/5 Development Board
2. Ethernet expansion board
Installation
1. Connect the Ethernet expansion board to Port E on the Cypress Development Board
2. Insert the W5100 Board into the header on the Ethernet expansion board.
3. Insert a network enabled Ethernet cable into the Ethernet port on the w5100 board.
4. Power the Development Board
A.2.2 Wireless Device
Use this configuration when access to Ethernet or other networking is not locally available.
Note: Needs a Base Station Node to function
Hardware Needed
1. Cypress PSoC 3/5 Development Board
2. Xbee Wireless expansion board
Installation
1. Connect the Wireless expansion board to Port E on the Cypress Development Board
2. Insert the XBee into the header on the Wireless expansion board.
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3. Attach a compatible rpsma antenna.
4. Power the Development Board
A.2.3 Base Station Device
Hardware Needed
1. Cypress PSoC 3/5 Development Board
2. Ethernet expansion board
3. Xbee Wireless expansion board
Installation
1. Connect the Ethernet expansion board to Port E on the Cypress Development Board.
2. Connect the Wireless expansion board to the expansion port on the Ethernet Board.
3. Insert the W5100 Board into the header on the Ethernet expansion board.
4. Insert a network enabled Ethernet cable into the Ethernet port on the w5100 board.
5. Insert the XBee into the header on the Wireless expansion board.
6. Attach a compatible rpsma antenna.
7. Power the Development Board
A.2.4 Cellular Device
Use this configuration when cellular connectivity is needed.
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Hardware Needed
1. Cypress PSoC 3/5 Development Board
2. Cellular expansion board
Installation
1. Connect the Cellular expansion board to Port D on the Cypress Development Board
2. Attach a compatible cellular antenna.
3. Power the Development Board
A.3 Software Configuration
1. Using PSoC Creator open the IOT project workspace
2. The workspace provides an outline for a basic application. However, some modifications
will need to be made to work.
3. The first step is to set the mode (Ethernet, Wireless, or Base Station)
(a) In main.c set the mode variable to the desired mode
i. 1 = Ethernet
ii. 2 = Wireless
iii. 3 = Base Station
iv. 4 = Cellular
v. 0 = No Network Function
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(b) ex: mode = 2;
4. Next, the network addresses must be set
(a) Ethernet & Cellular
i. Device IP address
A. This is the IP your device will be seen on the network as
B. Note: If using a device on the UNH ECE network the IP address will
have to an unused IP address in the 132.177.206.XXX range
ii. Device MAC Address
A. Media Access Control address given to your device
B. Note: If using a device on the UNH ECE network the MAC address will
have to match the records for the IP address being used
iii. Destination IP address
A. This is the IP address of the computer or server you would like to send
data to.
B. If you do not know the IP address of the computer you are using do a
Google search for ”What is my IP”
C. Another way to get a computers IP address in windows is to use the
ipconfig command in command prompt. The IPV4 address will be listed.
iv. Data Port Number
A. Typical - 4445
v. Network Subnet Address
A. Typical - 255.255.255.0
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vi. Network Gateway Address
A. Typical - 192.168.1.1
vii. Example
Address Configuration Code Example
Sets the device IP W5100 setDeviceIp(
address to 132.177.206.25 132, 177, 206, 25);
Sets the Gateway Address W5100 setGateAddr(
to 132.177.206.1 132, 177, 206, 1);
Sets the Device MAC Address W5100 setMacAddr(
to 0x00,0x08,0xDC, 0x00, 0x08, 0xDC,
0x00, 0x00, 0x00 0x00, 0x00, 0x00);
Sets the Subnet Address W5100 setSubAddr(
to 255.255.255.0 255, 255, 255, 0 );
Sets the port to W5100 setPort(
UDP 4445 44, 45);
Sets the Destination Address W5100 setDestIp(
to 50.56.196.226 50, 56, 196, 226 );
(b) Wireless
i. To set the addressing on the XBee wireless modules the Digi XCTU software
is used
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B.1 MQTT Database Agent
/*
* Copyright 2014 Deep Information Sciences, Inc.
* and the University of New Hampshire (UNH)Licensed
* under the Apache License, Version 2.0
* (the "License");you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License.You may obtain a




* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to
* in writing, softwaredistributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied.See the License for the specific language
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public class TCP_Test {
public static Statement stmt;
public static Connection con;
public static MqttClient client;
public static void main(String args[])
throws Exception {













CREATE TABLE myTable(ID bigint
NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
TimeStamp bigint not null,
Channel varchar(255),
Message varchar(255), PRIMARY KEY
(ID)) ENGINE = DeepDB);
try {
id = "DatabaseConnector";















* Copyright 2014 Deep Information Sciences, Inc.
* and the University of New Hampshire (UNH)Licensed
* under the Apache License, Version 2.0
* (the "License");you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License.You may obtain a




* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to
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* in writing, softwaredistributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied.See the License for the specific language











public class SubscriptionListener extends Thread{




















} catch (SQLException e ) {
}
}




//iterate old topics and unsubscribe if they
//have been dropped
Iterator<String> itr = subscriptions.iterator();
while(itr.hasNext()){



































B.3 MQTT Message Handler
/*
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* Copyright 2014 Deep Information Sciences, Inc.
* and the University of New Hampshire (UNH)Licensed
* under the Apache License, Version 2.0
* (the "License");you may not use this file except
* in compliance with the License.You may obtain a




* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to
* in writing, softwaredistributed under the License
* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT
* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
* or implied.See the License for the specific language





* MqttMessageHandler is responsible
* for inserting data into the database.
* On delivery of a new mqtt message the
* data is inserted into a database table
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* with a unique sequential id and timestamp.
*





public class MqttMessageHandler extends TCP_Test
implements MqttCallback {
//private static int id = 0;
//This method is called when the
//connection to the mqtt server is lost






//This method is called when a message arrives
//It is responsible for adding the
//recieved data into the database
public void messageArrived(MqttTopic arg0,
MqttMessage arg1)
throws Exception {




//formats the sql statement
stmt.executeUpdate(s);
//writes to the database







MQTT command messages start with a fixed size header. The header contains the message
type, DUP flag, quality of service level, the retain bit, and the remaining length of the mes-
sage. The format for the header is shown in the table [8].
Table C.1: MQTT Fixed Header Format
Bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Byte 1 Message Type DUP flag QOS level RETAIN
Byte 2 Remaining Length
Variable Header
Some MQTT command messages require an additional variable length header in addition
to the fixed length header. The variable header is inserted between the fixed length header
and the payload [8].
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C.0.1 Message Types
















The CONNECT message is used to establish a connection between the node and a MQTT
broker. This connection is done after a TCP/IP socket connection is made between the
node and the server. CONNECT messages are designated by message type 1 in the fixed
header. In addition to establishing a MQTT connection between the node and the broker,
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the CONNECT message contains addition information about the connection in both the
payload and a variable header. The variable header contains the protocol name, protocol
version, user name flag, password flag, will retain, will QoS, will flag, clean session, and the
keep alive timer length. The payload contains the client identifier, will topic, will message,
user name, and password. The current implementation does not use the will features or
username and password features of MQTT so those are ignored but can be implemented
later. The keep alive timer is set in the number of seconds and is set by the application.
The client identifier is the UUID of the node.
A sample CONNECT message of a device with a UUID of 00ad9f90-da9f-11e2-a28f-
0800200c9a66 and a keep alive timer of 130 seconds would be:
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Table C.2: MQTT CONNECT Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0x10 Fixed header byte 1
(CONNECT message)
Byte 1 50 Remaining length
Byte 2 0x00 Variable header length MSB
Byte 3 0x06 Variable header length LSB
Byte 4-9 “MQIsdp” Protocol name
Byte 10 3 Protocol Version Number
Byte 11 0x02 Connect Flags
Byte 12 0 Keep alive timer MSB
Byte 13 130 Keep alive timer LSB
Byte 14 0 Payload Length MSB
Byte 15 36 Payload Length LSB
Byte 16-52 “00ad9f90-da9f-11e2- Payload (UUID client ID)
a28f-0800200c9a66”
CONNACK
The CONNACK message is an acknowledgement message sent from the server to the node
is in response to a CONNECT message. A CONNACK message with an accepted code
indicates that the MQTT connection is established between the node and the server and
MQTT messaging can begin. CONNACK messages are designated by message type 2 in the
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fixed header. CONNACK messages contain a fixed header, variable header, and no payload.
The variable header contains the return code [8].
Table C.3: MQTT CONNACK Return Codes
Hex Description
0x00 Connection Accepted
0x01 Connection Refused: unacceptable protocol version
0x02 Connection Refused: identifier rejected
0x03 Connection Refused: server unavailable
0x04 Connection Refused: bad user name or password
0x05 Connection Refused: not authorized
A sample CONNACK message with an accepted connection would be:
Table C.4: MQTT CONNECT Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0x20 Fixed header byte 1
(CONNACK message)
Byte 1 0x02 Remaining length
Byte 2 0x00 Not Used
Byte 3 0x00 Connection Accepted
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PUBLISH
The PUBLISH message is the message type associated with data transfer on the network.
Each PUBLISH message has a topic name which is stored in the variable header and the data
for publishing. The topic name must be a UTF-encoded string. Any node on the network
subscribed to the topic that is published will receive the packet. PUBLISH messages are
designated by message type 3 in the fixed header [8].
A sample PUBLISH message with topic “Node/Sensor1” and a data field of “Sensor-
Value”:
Table C.5: MQTT PUBLISH Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0x30 Fixed header byte 1
(PUBLISH message)
Byte 1 24 Remaining length
Byte 2 0 Length MSB (0)
Byte 3 22 Length LSB (0)
Byte 4-15 “Node/Sensor1” Topic
Byte 16-26 “SensorValue” Data Payload
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SUBSCRIBE
The SUBSCRIBE message is the message type associated with a subscription to a specific
topic or topics. Once a node subscribes to a topic it will receive all published messages about
that topic. The received messages will be of the PUBLISH message type. SUBSCRIBE
messages have a fixed header, a variable header containing a message ID, and a payload
containing the topic or topics to subscribe to in a UTF-encoded string. PUBLISH messages
are designated by message type 8 in the fixed header [8].
A sample SUBSCRIBE message with a message id of 10, topics “Node/Sensor1” and
“Node/Sensor2” and QoS of zero for both topics:
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Table C.6: MQTT SUBSCRIBE Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0x80 Fixed header byte 1
(SUBSCRIBE message)
Byte 1 31 Remaining length
Byte 2 0 Message ID MSB
Byte 3 10 Message ID LSB
Byte 4 0 Length MSB
Byte 5 12 Length LSB
Byte 6-17 “Node/Sensor1” Topic # 1
Byte 18 0 Requested Qos
Byte 19 0 Length MSB
Byte 20 12 Length LSB
Byte 21-32 “Node/Sensor2” Topic # 2
Byte 33 0 Requested Qos
SUBACK
The SUBACK message is an acknowledgement message sent from the server to the node is
response to a SUBSCRIBE message. SUBACK messages are designated by message type
9 in the fixed header. SUBACK messages contain a fixed header, variable header , and a
payload. The payload contains the granted QoS levels [8].
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A sample SUBACK message in response to a SUBSCRIBE message with a message ID
of 10, topics “Node/Sensor1” and “Node/Sensor2”, and QoS of zero for both topics:
Table C.7: MQTT SUBACK Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0x90 Fixed header byte 1
(SUBACK message)
Byte 1 4 Remaining length
Byte 2 0 Message ID MSB
Byte 3 10 Message ID LSB
Byte 4 0 Granted QoS for topic “Node/Sensor1”
Byte 5 0 Granted QoS for topic “Node/Sensor2”
UNSUBSCRIBE
The UNSUBSCRIBE message is the message type associated with a removing a subscription
to a specific topic or topics. Once a node unsubscribes to a topic it will stop receiving all
published messages about that topic. UNSUBSCRIBE messages have a fixed header, a
variable header containing a message ID, and a payload containing the topic or topics to
subscribe to in a UTF-encoded string. PUBLISH messages are designated by message type
10 in the fixed header [8].
A sample UNSUBSCRIBE message with a message ID of 10 and topics “Node/Sensor1”
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and “Node/Sensor2”:
Table C.8: MQTT UNSUBSCRIBE Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0xA0 Fixed header byte 1
(UNSUBSCRIBE message)
Byte 1 31 Remaining length
Byte 2 0 Message ID MSB
Byte 3 10 Message ID LSB
Byte 4 0 Length MSB
Byte 5 12 Length LSB
Byte 6-17 “Node/Sensor1” Topic # 1
Byte 18 0 Length MSB
Byte 19 12 Length LSB
Byte 20-31 “Node/Sensor2” Topic # 2
UNSUBACK
The UNSUBACK message is an acknowledgement message sent from the server to the node
is response to a UNSUBSCRIBE message. UNSUBACK messages are designated by message
type 11 in the fixed header. UNSUBACK messages contain a fixed header and a variable
header. There is no payload of UNSUBACK messages [8].
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A sample UNSUBACK message in response to a UNSUBSCRIBE message with a message
ID of 10 and topics “Node/Sensor1” and “Node/Sensor2”:
Table C.9: MQTT UNSUBACK Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0xB0 Fixed header byte 1
(SUBACK message)
Byte 1 2 Remaining length
Byte 2 0 Message ID MSB
Byte 3 10 Message ID LSB
PINGREQ
The PINGREQ message sent from a node to a server to test that the server is still running.
PINGREQ messages are designated by message type 12 in the fixed header. The PINGREQ
message has a fixed header and no variable header or payload [8].
A sample PINGREQ message:
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Table C.10: MQTT PINGREQ Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0xC0 Fixed header byte 1
(PINGREQ message)
Byte 1 0 Remaining length
PINGRESP
The PINGRESP message sent from a server to a node in response to a PINGREQ message.
A PINGRESP message means that the server is still running. PINGRESP messages are
designated by message type 13 in the fixed header. The PINGRESP message has a fixed
header and no variable header or payload [8].
A sample PINGREQ message:
Table C.11: MQTT PINGRESP Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0xD0 Fixed header byte 1
(PINGRESP message)
Byte 1 0 Remaining length
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DISCONNECT
The DISCONNECT message is sent from a node to the server to close the MQTT connection.
This takes place before the TCP/IP connection is closed. DISCONNECT messages are
designated by message type 14 in the fixed header. The DISCONNECT message has a fixed
header and no variable header or payload [8].
A sample DISCONNECT message:
Table C.12: MQTT DISCONNECT Packet Sample
Byte Number Value Description
Byte 0 0xE0 Fixed header byte 1
(DISCONNECT message)







Copyright 2014 Deep Information Sciences, Inc.
and the University of New Hampshire (UNH)Licensed
under the Apache License, Version 2.0
(the "License");you may not use this file except
in compliance with the License.You may obtain a




Unless required by applicable law or agreed to
in writing, softwaredistributed under the License
is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
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or implied.See the License for the specific language













uint16 j = 0;




// Starts the SPI Component
// This allows for SPI communication




// Sets the receive memory size
// 2Kb
W5100_spiSend8(0xF0,0x00, 0x1A, 0x55);


















* Procedure to set the W5100 in UDP mode
* Socket 0
* -------------------------------------------- */
// Sets UDP Mode
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W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_MR, 0x02 );
// Set up for communication on UDP port 26
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_PORT_0, 00);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_PORT_1, 26);
// Sets the Port to OPEN
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x01);
// Check to see if W5100 was successfully
// Put into UDP mode
S0_SR_VALUE = W5100_spiRead8( S0_SR );












* Procedure to set the W5100 in TCP mode
* Socket 0
* -------------------------------------------- */
// Sets TCP Mode
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_MR, 0x01 );
// Sets the Port to OPEN
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x01);
}
void W5100_TCP_Connect(){
// Sets the Port to CONNECT
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W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x04);
}
uint8 W5100_TCP_Established(){
S0_SR_VALUE = W5100_spiRead8( S0_SR );








// Sets the Port to disconnected
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x08);
}
void W5100_Socket_Close(){
// Sets the Port to Closed
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x10);
}
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// Sends a Byte of data to addr1 << 8 + addr2
// via spi communication with w5100








// Sends a Byte of data to addr
// via spi communication with w5100
void W5100_spiSend16( uint8 rW, uint16 addr,
uint8 din){
uint8 addr1 = addr >> 8;








// Reads a Byte of data stored at addr
// via spi communication with w5100
uint8 W5100_spiRead8( uint16 addr ){
uint8 addr1 = addr >> 8;















}// Reads a 16 bit data value from addr
// via spi communication with w5100
uint16 W5100_spiRead16( uint16 addr ){
uint16 upper;
uint8 lower;
uint8 addr1 = addr >> 8;



























// Returns the combination of the 2 bytes
// as a 16 bit unsigned integer
return (upper << 8 ) + lower;
}
//returns 0x01 if data has been recieved





temp = temp << 8;
temp += W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RSR1);
if( temp > 0 ) return 1;
return 0;
//temp = spiRead8(S0_IR);
//return (spiRead8(S0_IR) & 0x04 );
}
// Reads in recieved UDP data
void W5100_readUDP(){
uint16 temp;






get_size = temp << 8;
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get_size += W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RSR1);
// calculates the starting address to
// read packet data from
temp = W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RD0);
RX_RD = temp << 8;
RX_RD += W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RD1);
get_offset = RX_RD & gS0_RX_MASK;
get_start_address = gS0_RX_BASE +
get_offset;
// Read the UDP Header data
if (( get_offset + header_size ) >
( gS0_RX_MASK + 1 )){
upper_size = (gS0_RX_MASK + 1) -
get_offset;
for( i = 0; i < upper_size; i++){
headerRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
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get_start_address + i );
}
for( i = upper_size; i <
header_size; i++){
headerRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
gS0_RX_BASE + i - upper_size );
}




for( i = 0; i < header_size; i++){
headerRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(





get_start_address = gS0_RX_BASE + get_offset;
// Sets the peer ip address to the





// saves the port being used
temp = headerRec[4];
peer_port = temp << 8 + headerRec[5];
// Saves the amount of data held in
// the packet
temp = headerRec[6];
get_size = (temp << 8) + headerRec[7];
// Read in the UDP Packet data
if (( get_offset + get_size ) > (
gS0_RX_MASK + 1 )){
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upper_size = (gS0_RX_MASK + 1) -
get_offset;
for( i = 0; i < upper_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
get_start_address + i );
}
for( i = upper_size; i < get_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
gS0_RX_BASE




for( i = 0; i < get_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
get_start_address + i );
}
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}// Set the read pointer to indicated
// that the new data has been read
RX_RD += get_size + header_size;
RX_RD_0 = RX_RD >> 8;





// send the received command
// to Socket 0 Control Register











get_size = temp << 8;
get_size += W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RSR1);
// calculates the starting address to
// read packet data from
temp = W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RD0);
RX_RD = temp << 8;
RX_RD += W5100_spiRead8(S0_RX_RD1);
get_offset = RX_RD & gS0_RX_MASK;
get_start_address = gS0_RX_BASE +
get_offset;
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// Read in the TCP Packet data
if (( get_offset + get_size ) > (
gS0_RX_MASK + 1 )){
upper_size = (gS0_RX_MASK + 1) -
get_offset;
for( i = 0; i < upper_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
get_start_address + i );
}
for( i = upper_size; i < get_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
gS0_RX_BASE





for( i = 0; i < get_size; i++){
dataRec[i] = W5100_spiRead8(
get_start_address + i );
}
}
// Set the read pointer to indicated
// that the new data has been read
RX_RD += get_size;
RX_RD_0 = RX_RD >> 8;
RX_RD_1 = RX_RD & 0xFF;
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_RX_RD0, RX_RD_0);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_RX_RD1, RX_RD_1);
// send the received command
// to Socket 0 Control Register
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x40);
}
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// Sends a packet of data to the
// destination ip address via UDP














// Reads the TX write pointer
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// from w5100 memory
temp = W5100_spiRead8(0x0424);
TX_WR = temp << 8;
TX_WR += W5100_spiRead8(0x0425);
// calculates the starting address to
// write packet data to
get_offset = TX_WR & gS0_TX_MASK;
get_start_address = gS0_TX_BASE +
get_offset;
// check for end of TX memory and loops back to
// start address if needed
if ( (get_offset + length) >
(gS0_TX_MASK + 1) )
{
//CR_Write(0x03);
upper_size = (gS0_TX_MASK + 1 ) -
get_offset ;











// if memory space will not run out
// send data normally
else
{






/* increase Sn_TX_WR as length of send_size */
TX_WR += length;
TX_WR_0 = TX_WR >> 8;
TX_WR_1 = TX_WR & 0xFF;
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W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, 0x0424, TX_WR_0);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, 0x0425, TX_WR_1);
/* set SEND command */
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_CR, 0x20);
// waits for socket 0 to acknowledge
// the send command
//while ( W5100_spiRead8( S0_CR) != 0x00 );
}








//sets the port of the w5100
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void W5100_setDestPort(uint8 p1, uint8 p2){
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DPORT_0, p1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DPORT_1, p2);
}
//Sets the port number for sending
void W5100_setSourcePort(uint8 p1, uint8 p2){
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_PORT_0, p1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_PORT_1, p2);
}















// Sets the destination ip address
// format: ip1.ip2.ip3.ip4
void W5100_setDestIp(uint8 ip1, uint8 ip2,
uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4){
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DIPR_0, ip1 );
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DIPR_1, ip2 );
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DIPR_2, ip3 );
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, S0_DIPR_3, ip4 );
}
void W5100_setDeviceIp(uint8 ip1, uint8 ip2,
uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4){
// Sets the ip address of the device
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SIPR0, ip1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SIPR1, ip2);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SIPR2, ip3);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SIPR3, ip4);
}
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void W5100_setGateAddr(uint8 addr0, uint8 addr1,
uint8 addr2, uint8 addr3){
// Sets the network gateway address
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, GAR0, addr0);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, GAR1, addr1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, GAR2, addr2);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, GAR3, addr3);
}
void W5100_setSubAddr(uint8 addr0, uint8 addr1,
uint8 addr2, uint8 addr3){
// Sets the network subnet address
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SUBR0, addr0);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SUBR1, addr1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SUBR2, addr2);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SUBR3, addr3);
}
void W5100_setMacAddr(uint8 mac0, uint8 mac1,
uint8 mac2, uint8 mac3, uint8 mac4, uint8 mac5){
// Sets the mac address of the device
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W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR0, mac0);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR1, mac1);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR2, mac2);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR3, mac3);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR4, mac4);
W5100_spiSend16( 0xF0, SHAR5, mac5);
}
/* [] END OF FILE */
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// memory setup values
static const uint16 S_SIZE = 2048;
static const uint16 TXBUF_BASE = 0x4000;







// See the W5100 Datasheet for register descriptions
static const uint16 MR = 0x0000;
static const uint16 GAR0 = 0x0001;
static const uint16 GAR1 = 0x0002;
static const uint16 GAR2 = 0x0003;
static const uint16 GAR3 = 0x0004;
static const uint16 SUBR0 = 0x0005;
static const uint16 SUBR1 = 0x0006;
static const uint16 SUBR2 = 0x0007;
static const uint16 SUBR3 = 0x0008;
static const uint16 SHAR0 = 0x0009;
static const uint16 SHAR1 = 0x000A;
static const uint16 SHAR2 = 0x000B;
static const uint16 SHAR3 = 0x000C;
static const uint16 SHAR4 = 0x000D;
static const uint16 SHAR5 = 0x000E;
static const uint16 SIPR0 = 0x000F;
static const uint16 SIPR1 = 0x0010;
static const uint16 SIPR2 = 0x0011;
static const uint16 SIPR3 = 0x0012;
static const uint16 RMSR = 0x001A;
static const uint16 TMSR = 0x001B;
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// Socket 0 Register Addresses
// See the W5100 Datasheet for register descriptions
static const uint16 S0_MR = 0x0400;
static const uint16 S0_CR = 0x0401;
static const uint16 S0_IR = 0x0402;
static const uint16 S0_SR = 0x0403;
static const uint16 S0_PORT_0 = 0x0404;
static const uint16 S0_PORT_1 = 0x0405;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR0 = 0x0406;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR1 = 0x0407;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR2 = 0x0408;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR3 = 0x0409;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR4 = 0x040A;
static const uint16 S0_DHAR5 = 0x040B;
static const uint16 S0_DIPR_0 = 0x040C;
static const uint16 S0_DIPR_1 = 0x040D;
static const uint16 S0_DIPR_2 = 0x040E;
static const uint16 S0_DIPR_3 = 0x040F;
static const uint16 S0_DPORT_0 = 0x0410;
static const uint16 S0_DPORT_1 = 0x0411;
static const uint16 S0_TX_FSR0 = 0x0420;
static const uint16 S0_TX_FSR1 = 0x0421;
static const uint16 S0_TX_WR_0 = 0x0424;
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static const uint16 S0_TX_WR_1 = 0x0425;
static const uint16 S0_RX_RSR0 = 0x0426;
static const uint16 S0_RX_RSR1 = 0x0427;
static const uint16 S0_RX_RD0 = 0x0428;
static const uint16 S0_RX_RD1 = 0x0429;
static uint8 S0_SR_VALUE;
static uint8 protocol;





// Variables for reading and
// writing to TX and RX memory
static uint16 TX_WR = 0;












void W5100_spiSend8( uint8, uint8, uint8, uint8);
















void W5100_setDestIp(uint8 ip1, uint8 ip2,
uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4);
void W5100_setDeviceIp(uint8 ip1, uint8 ip2,
uint8 ip3, uint8 ip4);
void W5100_setGateAddr(uint8 addr0, uint8 addr1,
uint8 addr2, uint8 addr3);
void W5100_setSubAddr(uint8 addr0, uint8 addr1,
uint8 addr2, uint8 addr3);
void W5100_setMacAddr(uint8 mac0, uint8 mac1,
uint8 mac2, uint8 mac3, uint8 mac4, uint8 mac5);
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uint8 temp = 0;





uint8 ready = 0;
























//Sind:11 Good to go
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if(mem[0] == 0x2B && mem[1] == 0x53
mem[2] == 0x49 && mem[3] == 0x4e
mem[4] == 0x44 &&mem[5] == 0x3a &&
mem[6] == 0x20 && mem[7] == 0x31 &&






if(mem[0] == 0x2B && mem[1] == 0x53 &&
mem[2] == 0x49 &&mem[3] == 0x4e &&
mem[4] == 0x44 &&mem[5] == 0x3a &&













































//Sends a packet of data
void Cellular_sendData( uint8 info[], uint8 length){
uint8 i = 0;
int l = length;
UART_PutString("AT+SDATATSEND=1," );































//Reads in data recieved
void Cellular_readData(){
uint8 tempChar;







tempChar = UART_GetByte(); //reads in first char
//Recieved data will be in form:
//+SDATA: 1, 10,1234567890 (received 10 bytes
//from remote host, hex format)
//we dont need the initial information so we will
//start saving after 2nd comma.
























uint8 index = 0;
uint8 bufSize;
uint8 temp;





if (temp == 0x0A || temp == 0x0D ) {











if ( dataIn[0] == 0x2b && dataIn[1] == 0x53 &&
dataIn[2] == 0x54 && dataIn[3] == 0x43 &&
dataIn[4] == 0x50 && dataIn[5] == 0x44 &&








uint8 okRec = 0;
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uint8 qos = 0;
uint8 connected = 0;
uint32 lastHello = 0;
// Connects to a mqtt server
// ip of server and proper port settings
// must be configured in w5100.c
// timeout = timeout in seconds
// id = device id in string form
void mqtt_connect(uint8 timeout, char8 * id){
uint8 length = 16;
uint8 indexU8 = 1u;
char8 current = *id;
//Fixed Header
d[0]= 0x10;






d[4] = 0x4d; //M
d[5] = 0x51; //Q
d[6] = 0x49; //I
d[7] = 0x73; //s
d[8] = 0x64; //d
d[9] = 0x70; //p
//protocol version number







while(current != (char8) ’\0’)
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{d[length] = (current);





d[15] = length - 16;
d[1] = length -2;
W5100_send(d, length);
}
void mqtt_setUUID(char8 * id){
uint8 indexU8 = 1u;
char8 current = *id;
uint8 length = 0;









// returns if the device is connected to
// a mqtt server
// returns 0x01 if connected




// mqtt publish message
// subject = topic being published to in string form
// dout = payload of publish message
// size = size of dout
void mqtt_publish( char8 * subject, uint8 dout[], uint8 size){
uint8 i;
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uint8 length = 4;
uint8 indexU8 = 1u;




while(current != (char8) ’\0’)
{
d[length] = (current);






d[1] = length + size-2;
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for ( i = 0; i < size; i++){
d[length+i] = dout[i];
}
W5100_send(d, length +size );
}
// Subscribes to a specific topic
// Not fully tested
// each subscribe message must have a unique id because
// subscribe has a qos of 1
void mqtt_subscribe(uint8 id, char8 * topic, uint8 qos){
uint8 length = 0;
uint8 indexU8 = 1u;






while(current != (char8) ’\0’)
{
d[length+6] = (current);







d[1] = length + 5;
W5100_send(d, length + 7);
}
// Requests a ping response from the server
void mqtt_pingreq(){
//Set connected flag to 0 (disconnected)
//Once a ping response is recieved it will
153














//Disconnects the device from an mqtt server
void mqtt_disconnect(){
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//Control loop to read and process inbound messages
//This function should be called often
void mqtt_loop(){
//Wired
if ( W5100_dataReceived() == 0x01 ){
W5100_readTCP();
//Connack
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void mqtt_connect(uint8 timeout, char8 *id);
void mqtt_setUUID(char8 * id);
uint8 mqtt_connected(void);
void mqtt_publish(char8 * subject, uint8 dout[], uint8 size);
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uint8 byte = XbeeUart_ReadRxData();
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* A custom real time clock component
*
* Keeps track of the time in 32 bit unix timestamp
* format as well as keeping millisecond accuracy
* with an extra 16 bits if needed.
*
* The clock is initialized and synced with a

















const unsigned long seventyYears = 2208988800;
// Initalizes the real time clock
void Time_Start(uint8 mode){
uint16 j = 0;
network = mode;




















// Syncronizes the onboard time










uint16 millis = 0;











packetT[0] = 0xE3; // LI, Version, Mode
packetT[1] = 0; // Stratum, or type of clock
packetT[2] = 6; // Polling Interval
packetT[3] = 0xEC; // Peer Clock Precision








W5100_1_sendUDP( packetT, 48 );














word1 = word1 << 24;
word2 = dataRec_1[41];
word2 = word2 << 16;
word3 = dataRec_1[42];





if(word5 & 0x80) millis+=500;
if(word5 & 0x40) millis+=250;
if(word5 & 0x20) millis+=125;
if(word5 & 0x10) millis+=63;
if(word5 & 0x08) millis+=31;
if(word5 & 0x04) millis+=16;
if(word5 & 0x02) millis+=8;
if(word5 & 0x01) millis+=4;
if(word6 & 0x80) millis+=2;
if(word6 & 0x40) millis+=1;
// combine the four bytes (two words)
//into a long integer
// this is NTP time
//(seconds since Jan 1 1900):
secsSince1900 = (word1) | (word2) | (word3)
| (word4);
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currentTime = secsSince1900 - seventyYears;
milliSecond = milliSecond+millis+timeDelay;
timerCount = 32768-(33*milliSecond);












// Increments the second counter














// returns a unix 32 bit timestamp
uint32 Time_getTime(){





// Returns the first byte of a unix 32 bit timestamp
uint8 Time_getTime0(){
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// Returns the second byte of a unix 32 bit timestamp
uint8 Time_getTime1(){
return (Time_getTime() >> 16);
}
// Returns the third byte of a unix 32 bit timestamp
uint8 Time_getTime2(){
return (Time_getTime() >> 8);
}
// Returns the fourth byte of a unix 32 bit timestamp
uint8 Time_getTime3(){




if( currentTimeLock < previousTime){













// Returns the first byte of the current
//system millisecond counter
uint8 Time_getTime4(){
return (Time_getMilliseconds() >> 8 );
}




return (Time_getMilliseconds() & 0xFF);
}
// returns 0x01 if there has been a new clock tick




void Time_setTime(uint32 t0, uint32 t1, uint32 t2,
uint32 t3, uint32 t4, uint32 t5){
uint32 newSeconds = 0;
uint32 newMilli = 0;
newSeconds+=t0 << 24;
newSeconds+= t1 << 16;
newSeconds+= t2 << 8;
newSeconds+= t3;










/* [] END OF FILE */
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void Time_setTime(uint32 t0, uint32 t1, uint32 t2, uint32 t3,
uint32 t4, uint32 t5);
uint8 Time_isUpdated();
void Time_lock();
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uint8 index = 0;
void JSON_Clear(){
int i;





void JSON_addString(char8 * string){
uint8 length = 0;
uint8 indexU8 = 1u;
char8 current = *string;























/* [] END OF FILE */
D.6.2 JSON.h
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void JSON_addString(char8 * string);
void JSON_addChar( uint8 char1);
void JSON_newLine(void);
uint8 JSON_getIndex(void);
//[] END OF FILE
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